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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
meets with His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah. —Amiri Diwan photos

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with
His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: Australian Ambassador to Kuwait Jonathan Gilbert and Kuwait’s
Assistant Foreign Minister for the Americas Hamad Sulaiman Al-Mashaan
cut the cake during the ceremony. —Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday sent cables of
congratulations to Lebanese President Michel Aoun
and Prime Minister Hassan Diab on forming a new
cabinet. His Highness the Amir wished ministers of
the newly-formed government success in attaining
aspirations of the Lebanese people. He also
expressed good wishes to the president and prime
minister, hoping to see progress and prosperity for
the Lebanese people and further promotion in bilat-
eral relations between Kuwait and Lebanon. His
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah addressed cables of identical content to the
Lebanese president and premier. In the meantime,
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah received yesterday His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. His Highness the Amir also received His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. —KUNA

Kuwait Amir congratulates
Lebanon on forming cabinet

Sheikh Sabah receives Crown Prince, Prime Minister

Top Kuwait 
lawmaker leaves 
for Turkey on 
official visit
KUWAIT/ ANKARA: Kuwaiti National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem headed to Ankara yesterday for a
two-day official visit at the invitation of his Turkish coun-
terpart Mustafa Sentop. During his stay in Ankara, the
speaker is expected to hold official talks with Sentop and
Kuwaiti-Turkish Friendship Committee chairman and
members. The top Kuwaiti lawmaker’s accompanying dele-
gation comprises several members of Parliament.

The Speaker of the Grand Turkish National Assembly
Mustafa Sentop said yesterday that Kuwait adopts a
successful foreign policy under the guidance of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. This came during an interview on the occasion of
Ghanem’s visit to Turkey. In the interview, Sentop
praised His Highness the Amir’s ability to maintain a bal-
anced policy in the region that faces many challenges,
thus leading to formation of permanent channels of dia-
logue to resolve these conflicts. Sentop considered that
close views between the two countries and search for a
just solution to promote peace and stability in the
region had positive impact on bilateral and regional
cooperation. He expressed hope to strengthen and raise
the level of bilateral cooperation between the two coun-
tries in light of the diplomatic and peaceful solutions

adopted by Kuwait and Turkey in their foreign policies
to maintain security and stability of the region. He
stressed on importance of joint work between the two
countries at the level of international and Asian parlia-
ments, in light of the visit of Ghanem and the Turkish-
Kuwaiti parliamentary friendship group to Ankara,
where Ghanem is scheduled to hold talks with his
Turkish counterpart today.

In this regard, Speaker Sentop referred to trade sur-
plus between the two countries that reached $678 mil-
lion in 2018, expressing hope to increase it to $1 billion
in the short term. Regarding tourism, Sentop said the
number of Kuwaiti tourists who visited Turkey in 2019
reached 350,000, while the figure of Kuwaitis who own
real estate in Turkey reached 9,594. He believed that
there are many areas in which the two countries can
enhance relations other than politics and economy. In
the same context, The Turkish Parliament Speaker said
that Ankara and Kuwait could enhance relations in
security, education, health, culture defense, industries,
and technology to develop bilateral relations to a higher
level. As for the Turkish-GCC partnership, Sentop said,
“we adopt humanitarian and peaceful issues, the launch
of joint initiatives will enable us to achieve peace and
stability in the region,” referring the heritage and values
shared with countries of the Arabian Gulf. He stressed
the importance of cooperation and joint work between
the two parties through international platforms, includ-
ing the United Nations and the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation, pointing to the holding of ministerial meet-
ings for the Gulf-Turkish strategic dialogue that started
in 2008. Considering that the economies of the Gulf
region depend mainly on energy sources, therefore the
security and stability of the region will generally reflect
the entire world. —KUNA

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem is seen off at the airport before heading to
Ankara yesterday. —KUNA

By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: Australia Day 2020 was organized at Jumeirah
Beach Hotel on Tuesday with Kuwait’s Assistant Foreign
Minister for the Americas Hamad Sulaiman Al-Mashaan as the
chief guest. Australian Ambassador to Kuwait Jonathan Gilbert
thanked Kuwait for its support, especially during the recent
wildfires raging in his country. “In difficult times, friends stand
by each other, and Kuwait has shown just that,” he said. “I sin-
cerely appreciate the genuine concern and messages of sup-
port that Kuwaitis including HH the Amir have conveyed to my
government about the situation back home. Despite the bush-
fire damage, Australia remains open for business. Our trading
partners, including Kuwait, can continue to have confidence in
Australian agriculture and food exports,” he said. 

Gilbert said Australia continues to be a safe tourism destina-
tion, whether in unaffected regions or those that will soon
recover from the terrible bushfires. “The best that we can do
now is to support affected communities and continue to pro-
mote all the wonderful things about Australia and our people to
the world,” he said. He also showcased the strong Kuwaiti-
Australian relations and friendship between the two countries.
“It is a relationship that delivers for both our nations in educa-
tion, research, trade, investment, regional security or multilater-
al cooperation,” he said. 

Gilbert also took pride in Australia being an integral part of
the lives and careers of so many young Kuwaitis - be they engi-
neers, journalists, scientists, entrepreneurs or doctors. He also
mentioned that approximately 700 Kuwaitis are currently study-
ing in Australia, and believed this number will grow. He said
Australian education is exported to Kuwait as well, especially
with the presence of two Australian colleges in Kuwait -
Australian College of Kuwait and Box Hill College Kuwait.

Australia thanks Kuwait for support during bushfire tragedy

A general view of people in attendance.

Guests in attendance.

Members of the Australian community pose for a group photo.


